
Why I am Pro-Life 

  

Our world today is all about politics. You can barely have a good conversation without 

politics being involved.  When someone says “pro-life”, we all think Republican and 

when someone says “pro-choice”, we think Democrat.  But we all should value life just 

the same way we value freedom. We fought for our freedom yet we are denying others 

their freedom to live. Life should be an American value not only for us, but for everyone. 

We spend millions of dollars on surgeries trying to save lives and we spend even more 

on the army to protect us. We even send people overseas to help those whose lives are 

in danger and yet we are legalizing murder in our communities.  

 Abortion kills our future by murdering babies in the womb while, at the same time, we 

spend millions trying to save babies in the NICU. Why are some worthy to live and not 

others? Isn’t every baby valuable?    

Assisted suicide kills our present by allowing anyone over the age of 18 with an 

incurable diagnosis the ability to end their life. In Canada, it is now legal for patients with 

mental illness and non-fatal medical conditions to end their lives with assisted suicide. 

Doctors are supposed to value life above all and help patients with their medical 

problems. But rather than helping patients live their healthiest lives, doctors are now 

helping patients die – and they are being paid to do it! 



Euthanasia kills our history by ending our older generation. It used to be a point of pride 

to take care of our elderly but now if we can’t take care of them we can kill them instead. 

When we do this, we lose our past! 

As Americans, we must continue to value life. When we don’t, our present, our future, 

and even our past are in danger of being lost. We must stand up for life and defend 

those who cannot defend themselves. I am pro-life, because I am willing and able to 

defend and protect life from conception to natural death. I believe that no matter our 

political stance, we must all stand together for life!  U.S Supreme Court Justice, 

Clarence Thomas said it best:  “You can be in the middle of a hurricane or you can be 

on a calm day. North is still north. People can yell at you. North is still north. It doesn’t 

change fundamental things. Right is still right, even if you stand by yourself.” 

 
 


